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Abstract
This paper provides the survey of the heuristics solution approaches for the traveling salesman
problem (TSP). TSP is easy to understand, however, it is very difficult to solve. Due to complexity involved
with exact solution approaches it is hard to solve TSP within feasible time. That’s why different heuristics
are generally applied to solve TSP. Heuristics to solve TSP are presented here with detailed algorithms. At
the end, comparison among selected approaches shows the efficiency of approaches in terms of solution
quality and time consumed to solve TSP.
Keywords: TSP, heuristics, survey, NP-hard
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1. Introduction
The computational complexity theory makes it possible to validate the concepts of
“easy” and “hard” problems and the distinction among them. Problems can be formally classified
based on their complexity and if a problem strictly belongs to the family of NP-hard or complete
problems, we know in advance that there is little chance of finding an efficient and exact
algorithm to solve it. The algorithm for such a problem has an execution time bursting for
increasing problem sizes, and in majority cases is not feasible for most practical purposes.
Computers are playing every effective role in solving different complex problems but the matter
of fact is that some problems are fundamentally harder to solve. Although, for some problems it
is possible to develop intelligent algorithms that solve the problems expeditiously, however, it
seems substantially hard even in some cases impossible to come up with any solution [24].
Davendra [13] defined TSP as, “Given a set of cities of different distances away from
each other, and the objective of TSP is to find the shortest path for a salesperson to visit every
city exactly once and return back to the origin city”. TSP is an important applied problem with
many fascinating variants; like theoretical mathematics, computer science, NP hard problem,
combinatorial optimization and operation research [25]. TSP is classified as symmetric,
asymmetric and multiple TSP based on the distance and direction between two cities in a graph
(Figure 1). If distance between two cities is same in each direction it is symmetric with
undirected nature otherwise it is asymmetric.

Figure 1. Classification of TSP
TSP can be solved by using optimal algorithms (e.g., IP formulation), however, these
solutions are computationally infeasible and it is almost impossible to generate optimal solution
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within reasonable time. For this reason heuristics are used to solve TSP. This paper provides a
survey of different approaches used to solve the TSP heuristically.
1.1. Illustration of TSP
The core objective of TSP is to minimize the total traveling cost of object around tours.
In order to understand TSP, let us explore the given below example. Figure 2 shows the road
distance between the three towns i.e. ABC and additionally assume that a salesperson, whose
business is to sells lubricant items to different companies located in these three cities, must
travel (starting from home). Here the decimal values near the line edges in the diagram are the
driving distances between the cities. In this example, we are assuming that we have a
symmetric TSP i.e. the cost in going from A to B is the same as the cost in going from B to A
but in asymmetric TSP the cost could not be the same between the two points.
In the given situation, one question arises in mind that how many TSP tours could be?
The general answer to this question is, for the complete graph with n vertices, the number of
different TSP routes would be Equation (1).
!

(1)

Figure 2. A 4 city TSP problem
Let us calculate the cheapest tour by working on above Figure 2.
HABCH82+140+90+52=364
HACBH82+102+90+69=343
HCABH52+102+140+69=363
Thus, going from H to A, then to C, then to B and then back H could be the best choice.
1.2. Related Work
In literature TSP is used in two forms: i) combinatorial optimization version and ii)
decision version. In first version it is used to find a minimum Hamiltonian cycle and in later
version to check the existence of smaller graph.
Theoretical computer science and operations research, both fields of combinatorial
optimization contains TSP. In this problem, set of cities are given with their distances to find the
shortest route to each city without visiting a city twice. In 1930, it was first formulated as a
mathematical model and applied to so many areas to find their optimal solutions e.g., Clustering
of array of data [1], Handling of a warehouse materials [2] and crystal structure analysis [3].
Resource constrained scheduling problem with aggregate deadline also solved with TSP [4].
Researches [5, 6] took orienteering and prize collection problems as special cases of resource
constrained TSP. One of the best known and more complex combinatorial problem is Vehicle
routing problem, to determine the order of vehicle for customers serving from fleet of vehicles, is
being solved by TSP [7].
TSP is easy to understand but it’s really difficult to solve it. In 1972, Richard M. Karp
showed that it is NP-complete to solve Hamiltonian cycle problem, which explains the NPhardness of TSP. This can be judged that how much computational difficulty is attached to find
the optimal route [9]. With the passage of time TSP is getting more and more sophisticated and
solving instances are larger now. A brief view of TSP milestones is given below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of the Milestones achieved in TSP (12)
Year
1954
1971
1975
1977
1980
1987
1987
1987
1994
1998
2001
2006

Research Team
G. Dantzig, R. Fulkerson, and S. Johnson [14]
M. Held and R.M. Karp [15]
P.M. Camerini, L. Fratta, and F. Maffioli [16]
M. Grötschel [17]
H. Crowder and M.W. Padberg [18]
M. Padberg and G. Rinaldi [19]
M. Grötschel and O. Holland [20]
M. Padberg and G. Rinaldi [19]
D. Applegate, R. Bixby, V. Chvátal, and W. Cook [21]
D. Applegate, R. Bixby, V. Chvátal, and W. Cook [22]
D. Applegate, R. Bixby, V. Chvátal, and W. Cook [23]
D. Applegate, R. Bixby, V. Chvátal, W. Cook,
and K. Helsgaun [23]

Size of Instance
49 cities
64 cities
67 cities
120 cities
318 cities
532 cities
666 cities
2,392 cities
7,397 cities
13,509 cities
15,112 cities
24,978 cities

This paper is organized as follows: Next section provides the algorithm details of
selected heuristic solutions for TSP. After that all of these techniques are analyzed and
compared for solution quality and time consumed for different problem data. At last conclusions
and future directions are presented.

2. Heuristic Solution Techniques
There are various heuristics and approximate solution approaches, which had been
devised during last decades, to find solution within reasonable time and with 2-3 % optimality
gap [8]. There are numerous approaches used to solve TSP shown in literature. Some
important and mostly used approaches are enlisted here with their application algorithms.
Variables for these algorithms are illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2. Illustration of Variables
Description
Initial solution provided by the user
Objective function value
The best solution
Cities in TSP (Nodes in transportation network)
Population
Generations
Generation counter
Initial temperature
Cooling factor
Number of times the temperature T is decreased
Maximum number of new solutions to be accepted at each temperature
Maximum number of solutions evaluated at each temperature
Gain parameter

Variable
S
z
S*
i, j
P
G
Ngen
T
r
ITEMP
NLIMIT
NOVER
L

2.1. Brute Force Method
Algorithm for TSP using Brute-force method contains the following steps:
Algorithm 1: TSP using Brute Force Method
Step 1: calculate the total number of tours (where cities represent the number of nodes).
Step 2: draw and list all the possible tours.
Step 3: calculate the distance of each tour.
Step 4: choose the shortest tour; this is the optimal solution.
2.2. Greedy Approach
Greedy approach solves TSP by using the five steps, given in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: TSP using Greedy Approach
Step1: Look at all the arcs with minimum distance.
Step 2: Choose the n cheapest arcs
Step 3: List the distance of arcs starting from the minimum distance to maximum distance.
Step 4: Draw and check if it forms a Hamiltonian cycle.
Step 5: If step 4 forms a Hamiltonian cycle than we have an optimal solution; write down the
tour of the optimal solution and calculate their distance.
2.3. Nearest Neighbor Heuristic
Algorithm 3 shows the methodology to solve TSP by Nearest Neighbor Heuristic.
Algorithm 3: TSP using Nearest Neighbor Heuristic
Step 1: Pick any starting node.
Step 2: Look at all the arcs coming out of the starting node that have not been visited and
choose the next closest node.
Step 3: Repeat the process until all the nodes have been visited at least once.
Step 4: Check and see if all nodes are visited. If so return to the starting point which gives us a
tour.
Step 5: Draw and write down the tour, and calculate the distance of the tour.
2.4. Branch and Bound Method
Branch and bound technique is commonly used optimization technique. Formulation of
TSP by using branch and bound technique is given in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: TSP using Branch and Bound Method
Step 1: Choose a start node.
Step 2: Set bound to a very large value, let’s say infinity.
Step 3: Choose the cheapest arc between the current and unvisited node and add the distance
to the current distance and repeat while the current distance is less than the bound.
Step 4: If current distance is less than bound, then we are done
Step 5: Add up the distance and bound will be equal to the current distance.
Step 6: Repeat step 5 until all the arcs have been covered.
2.5. 2-Opt Algorithm
For n nodes in the TSP problem, the 2-Opt algorithm consists of the steps shown in
Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: TSP using 2-Opt Algorithm
Step 1:
Let S be the initial solution provided by the user and z its objective function value. Set S*=s,
z*=z, i=1 and j=i+1=2.
Step 2:
Consider the exchange results in a solution S that has objective function value z’<z*, set z*=z’
and S*=S’. If j<n repeat step 2; otherwise set i=i+1 and j=i+1. If i<n, repeat step 2; otherwise go
to step 3.
Step 3:
If S≠S*, set S=S*, z=z*, i=1, j=i+1=2 and go to step 2. Otherwise, output S* as the best solution
and terminate the process.
2.6. Greedy 2-Opt Algorithm
The greedy 2-Opt algorithm is a variant of 2-opt algorithm. It consists of the steps
shown in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: TSP using Greedy 2-Opt Algorithm
Step 1:
Let S be the initial solution provided by the user and z its objective function value. Set S*=s,
z*=z, i=1 and j=i+1=2.
Heuristic Approaches to Solve Traveling Salesman Problem (Malik Muneeb Abid)
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Step 2:
Transpose Node i and Node j, i<j. Compare the resulting objective function value z with z*. If z
≥z* and j<n, set j=j+1 and repeat step 2; Otherwise go to step 3.
Step 3:
If z<z*, set S*=S, z*=z, i=1, j=i+1=2 and go to step 2. If z ≥ z* and
j=n, set i=i+1, j=j+1 and repeat step 2. Otherwise, output S* as the best solution and terminate
the process.
2.7. Genetic Algorithm
This algorithm is based on genetics. The Genetic Algorithm works as shown in
Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: TSP using Genetic Algorithm
Step 0:
Obtain the maximum number of individuals in the population P and the maximum number of
generations G from the user, generate P solutions for the first generation’s population randomly,
and represent each solution as a string. Set generation counter Ngen=1.
Step 1:
Determine the fitness of each solution in the current generation’s population and record the
string that has the best fitness.
Step 2:
Generate solutions for the next generation’s population as follows:
1. Retain 0.1P of the solutions with the best fitness in the previous population.
2. Generate 0.89P solutions via mating, and
3. Select 0.01P solutions from the previous population randomly and mutate them.
Step 3:
Update Ngen= Ngen+1. If Ngen ≤ G, go to Step 1. Otherwise stop.
2.8. Simulated Annealing (SA)
Statistical mechanics is the basic idea of simulated annealing (SA). Analogy of the
behavior of physical systems in the heat bath is main motivation of SA. Solution state is
represented by the temperature. Initiating with an initial temperature, algorithm moves to the
next temperature until it reaches a frozen state.
Algorithm 8: TSP using Simulated Annealing
Step 0: Set S = initial feasible solution
Step 1: Repeat step 2 NOVER times or until the number of successful new solutions is equal to
NLIMIT
Step 2: Pick a pair of machines randomly and exchange their positions.
Step 3: Set T = rT and ITEMP = ITEMP + 1. If ITEMP <= 100, go to step 1; otherwise stop.
2.9. Neural Network
In this process at each processing step a city is surveyed. On complete iteration visits
all cities in a preset order. First of all a node is selected from randomly from the network and a
gain parameter is used to attain the result and quality if solution. Algorithm 9 shows the working
mechanism of neural network.
Algorithm 9: TSP using neural network
Step 1. Find the node jc which is closed to city i.
Step 2. Move node jc and its neighbors on the ring towards city i.
The distance each node will move is determined by a function f (L, n), where n is the distance
measured along the loop between nodes j and jc.
n =inf (j- jc(mod N), jc-j(mod N))
Every node j is moved from current position to a new one.
The function f is defined to be
f(L,n)=sqrt(1/2)*exp(-n2/G2)
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3. Discussions
Previous section demonstrates the different methodologies to solve NP-hard TSP
problem approximately. Although, different techniques had been devised previously, but, all
available techniques are not efficient in terms of solution time and quality. Comparison by
Maredia [10] shows that Nearest Neighbor heuristic works well but it is not sure that it will give
us solutions good as brute force. Moreover, greedy approach is not a good approximation
technique for TSP. Comparison of Branch and bound technique with brute force method is
presented in Figure 3 (data extracted from Maredia [10]). SA algorithm obtains has ability to find
the good quality final solutions by mechanism of gradually going from one solution to the next.
The main difference of SA from the 2-opt is that the local optimization algorithm is often restrict
their search for the optimal solution in a downhill direction which mean that the initial solution is
changed only if it results in a decrease in the objective function value. However, it is shown by
Kim et al. [11] that 2-opt algorithm works well when the problem size is less than 50 cities. For
comparison of the approaches we are referring to data Kim et al. [11]. Data extracted from Kim
et al. [11] is plotted in Figure 4 and 5, according to results it is obvious that the solution of TSP
using the neural network outperforms than all other approaches for all problem sizes. However,
if we compare the time consumed to solve the problems, it is easy to realize that neural network
approach is taking much more time as compared to others. Genetic algorithm has been used for
many optimization problems; however, the use of genetic algorithm for TSP has disadvantages
of premature convergence and poor local search capability. These disadvantages can be
overcome by adaptation of other efficient working algorithms e.g., artificial immune systems
[13].

Figure 3. Comparison of Branch and Bound Technique with Brute Force Method

Figure 4. Length Comparison of TSP
Heuristics

Figure 5. Time Comparison of TSP Heuristics

Advantages of these heuristics approaches are that they are simple and easy to
understand. These require less programming and storage requirements and produce multiple
solutions with in less time [26]. However, heuristics local improvements in heuristics can be
source of lack in global prospective of objective function.
Heuristic Approaches to Solve Traveling Salesman Problem (Malik Muneeb Abid)
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4. Conclusion and Recommendations
This paper provides the survey of different heuristics used to solve TSP. First, an
example of TSP is presented to give the idea of TSP. This survey is limited to some selected
approaches because it is not possible to cover all approaches here. So, only most relevant
approaches are discussed here. Although a number of heuristics had been devised however;
some are efficient with respect to time and some are outperforming in solution quality. Future
work will consider the formulation of heuristics to solve the TSP in a reasonable time with bench
mark problem data of mile stones presented in Table 1.
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